
Pilot Coffee can be brewed in any way you like. Our goal is to roast in a way that best  
enhances the inherent flavours of the coffee. These parameters are what we believe best  

suit this coffee. For more information visit our website pilotcoffeeroasters.com

ROAST AGTRON:

VARIETAL:

COFFEE:

FARM:

REGION / COUNTRY:

ALTITUDE:

PREF. BREW METHOD:

PRODUCER:

PROCESS:

COFFEE PROFILE

Single Origin

Don Rodrigo

Paicol, Huila, Colombia

1450-1600m

Drip

Don Rodrigo

Washed

75

Castillo

EXT. YIELD: 20.4%

IMMERSION BREWING PARAMETERS

Immersion brewing with Don Rodrigo is very straightforward.  
We were able to get a desirable cup with a balanced extraction  

with fairly standard parameters. We found that a dose of  
at least 13g gave us better results than lower doses.

BREW RATIO:

FRENCH PRESS  |  AEROPRESS  |  CLEVER DRIPPER

1/15.15 WATER TEMP.: 200f

COLOMBIA

DON RODRIGO
mango

nutmeg & 
creamy

EXT. YIELD: 19%

DRIP BREWING PARAMETERS

This Colombian coffee makes a really nice and balanced  
cup of drip coffee. It retains its dominant sweetness, while also  

offering a rich, full body. We also recommend using a slightly finer  
grind setting with this coffee when drip brewing. Use a slightly  

higher dose as well to help achieve a balanced extraction.

BREW RATIO:

CHEMEX  |  POUROVER  |  BATCH BREWING

1/15.9 WATER TEMP.: 200f

WET WEIGHT:

EXT. YIELD: 20.72%

34.6g

ESPRESSO PARAMETERS

Don Rodrigo quickly became the staff favourite coffee  
on espresso. It has a forward sweetness with an exceptionally 

 balanced body. This coffee also pairs really well with milk, 
 making it a great option for cappuccinos and lattes. Try using  

a finer grind setting on your grinder for better results.

DRY WEIGHT:

DURATION: 25sec

18g WATER TEMP.:

REST PERIOD: 6 Days

200f

Don Rodrigo had this microlot processed in 
partnership with Chalo Fernandez, producer  
of Las Palmas Mitaca. 

Their respective plantations are similar and 
the coffee is of the same variety. With Chalo’s 
assistance, Don Rodrigo has been able to  
continually improve quality and finally export  
his coffee as specialty. 

We are happy to be a part of the process.


